[Ol argedco lucifitas] wrote:
“Does anyone have any idea/opinion about this?”

[Ol argedco lucifitas] wrote:
“I know someone in her late 60s and she was on prescription opioids pills for around a decade now. She never abused them in any way, but she has had multiple medical conditions that had her in really bad constant pain so she was on these pills to help with it. She said if people are actually in pain, they don't get any of the psychological effects of opioids like the drug addicts get, because all the opioid is going towards blocking the pain receptors. And so if people don't really need it for bad physical pain, it isn't all going into blocking the pain receptors, so they then would have it just floating around in them making them feel high and addicted. Like how if you're in a hospital in serious pain and they give you morphine, you won't even feel or notice the morphine and you wouldn't get any kind of pleasure from it.

So she's currently in the process of gradually getting off these pills, and will instead be getting a medical marijuana prescription. She's never done any drugs (other than carefully taking her prescriptions), only drinks small amounts of wine occasionally with her friends, nothing bad. She doesn't want to become a stoner so she’s going to be careful to only take small amounts of marijuana only when she needs it for pain or to help go to sleep.

Is this a problem? I think it will be much better for her than the pills were. But would this be a bad thing?”

It's different to be on medication because you're literally harmed physically or injured, than taking and shoving in drugs because you're just lazy to deal with your psychological issues or for whatever reason.

For the pain management, medical advice may suffice.
One has to also be aware as kike doctors prescribe heavy opioids these days over the simplest issues. These make people not only hooked, but they stress their internal tolerance system past the point of tolerance, and one either needs more and more (Some people die from overdosing or have other related issues).

Street drugs are laced with all sorts of other things. Many people think they are snorting a specific drug but most if not all drugs are totally laced. Laced or not it's the same shit, but if it is laced, one might as well die instantly if they are unlucky.

Sometimes they even put washing powder into these, they create mixtures of other drugs that are even worse than what one initially wanted, or they put drugs that are in antithetic effect such as speed and tranquilizers, which can ruin people really bad.